This session gives an introduction to NA World Services—who we are and what we do
and covers the highlights of latest activity.
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Overview of session—90 minutes. Going to try to save as much time as we can for
questions.

§
§
§
§
§

Intro
Resources / Invest in Our Vision
Carrying the Message / Literature
Serving and Communicating Online
Questions and Answers

We will focus here on the past year. There is PR work, legal work, work responding to
emails and calls, and more that we aren’t covering in detail here.
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NAWS stands for NA World Services.
“World services” = the World Service Conference and the
World Board and Human Resource Panel, who are elected
by the Conference, plus the World Service Office, whose
activities are overseen by the World Board.
This diagram illustrates that the office and workgroups are
accountable to the WB
And the WB and HRP are accountable to the WSC.
You can find more information about World Services from A
Guide to World Services in NA. That’s where this diagram
comes from.
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The conference in is turn accountable to groups. All of the
entities in NA World Services are directly accountable to the
Fellowship that created them.
This diagram is also from GWSNA. It shows the connection
of the groups to the World Service Conference, including
some of the diversity that NA communities use to organize
their services. This is a great diagram to use as a handout or
slide if you need an overview of the structure from group to
WSC. This slide shows many of the variations we are aware
of in how service bodies organize to serve the fellowship
and remain directly accountable. We expect to add even
more variations in the future from fellowship experience.
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A Guide to World Services describes the basic purpose of NAWS as
“communication, coordination, information, and guidance.” CCIG, for short.
If NAWS had a mission statement, this would pretty much be it. Like the Vision
Statement, this informs all of our work--the projects that we work on in each
Conference cycle, as well as the kinds of work that continues week in and
week out.
The five locations of NA World Services around the world spend over 90% of
their time and resources on what we call essential services. That is primarily
literature production and distribution; protecting the Fellowship’s intellectual
property; and providing communication, coordination, information, and
guidance to members and service bodies around the world.
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This is a picture of the 5 World Service locations
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We also help administer the World Service Conference and the projects it approves.
This conference cycle there were six projects.
This is a picture of the empty room at WSC 2018. It’s a big service meeting! Not just
like a large RSC. Since 2018, 11 more voting participants have been added—6 zones, 5
regions—potentially 22 more chairs when you include alternates.
There are currently a total of 142 seated and voting members: 123 regions, 6 zones,
13 WB members, plus potential of 129 alternates, 4 HRP, 2 Cofacs, and 6-8
translators.
WSC 2020 was the first ever virtual WSC. Some decisions were made but not much
else took place. In August 2021, the WSC made a decision via epoll to extend the
current conference cycle to 2023.
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Through a virtual decision-making poll, Conference participants decided to hold a
short, interim, virtual Conference business meeting in 2022 to address legally
essential business and decide on the approval draft of the Spiritual Principle a Day
book. This took place the last two Fridays and Saturdays in April.
The decisions made by participants extended the 2020-2022 Conference cycle to
2023. An Interim CAR/CAT contained the business that CPs decided to address in the
2022 interim session. That business included a motion to adjust current WSC elected
trusted servants’ terms to accommodate the longer cycle, a one year budget for
2022-2023, an extension of the FIPT moratorium, and the approval draft of the
Spiritual Principle a Day book or SPAD as it has come to be known.
After the 6 motions presented to the Interim WSC were all passed, the virtual
meeting of the WSC recessed and will reconvene in 2023.
The revised 2020-2023 GWSNA that includes the decisions from 2022 is posted on
the conference page – www.na.org/conference – if you would like more information.
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Before the global shut-downs changed everything, there were more than
76,000 NA meetings weekly around the world.

But there’s still a lot to do. The white places on this map are the countries
where NA hasn’t yet reached. And there are many spaces within existing N
regions where there are no meetings yet.
New virtual meetings have begun in Nigeria, Morocco, Yemen, and Tunisia and more.
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The biggest story right now is about the pandemic and resources—the need for
resources and the ways in which world services has attempted to respond to the
pandemic and provide resources
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Most of you have seen A Vision for NA Service before. This is
the touchstone for all of the work of World Services.
NAWS is a corporation with a spiritual mission. We make many choices that a
“normal” corporation wouldn’t make. Everything we do is driven, not by a desire for
profit, but by a desire to reach our vision.
That said, it requires money to do most of what we do..
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The AR tells this story and more. AR is the best picture of our financials. We published
a digital and PDF version for the first time in 2020. This year we did the same.
Takes a long time to ready an AR—FY ends June 30. Need to inventory all 5 locations,
do an on-site audit, do currency conversions, summarize all contributions, and have a
WB review. Normally takes 6-9 months. This current AR was longer than usual
because of staffing shortages.
With 5 locations operating in 5 currencies and operating under different legal
systems, it isn’t really possible to produce a short, simple financial report. The closest
we can get is the financial position provided by our auditors in the AR.
We have uploaded a detailed report of all NA World Services financial activities every
two months this Conference cycle for CPs.
Present and past Annual Reports are posted to www.na.org/ar.
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Crisis = Danger + Opportunity
2020 was a financial crisis. Chinese word for crisis commonly (but not entirely
accurately) understood to be composed of the characters for danger + opportunity.
Pre-pandemic 90% of our income came from lit sales. March 2020—global shut down
orders. Lit sales dried up over night. Literature income decreased about 86%
We had to cut what we could—we were committed to contracts and leases. As
mentioned and repeatedly reported, cutting staff was the quickest way to cut costs.
NAWS stopped travelling to events or board meetings or workgroup meetings. The
Board will meet face-to-face in Jul. This will be the first time in over two years
We discontinued paper mailings and haven’t published Reaching Out or the NA Way
since the shut downs. All of these things have helped us save money
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We had ample reserve funds prior to the pandemic that have helped keep us going.
For years, we have been saying that member contributions are the most sustainable
source of income, and the most in line with our spiritual principle of self-support.
Relying on literature income primarily from the US to fund our global efforts is not
sustainable, and the silver lining of the pandemic is that it has forced us shift toward
an income model reliant on member contributions (including groups, service bodies
and events).
Our financial picture has changed and continues to change.
Interesting note: Non-Fellowship literature sales have represented an unprecedented
percentage of our total sales, as correctional facilities and treatment facilities are
locked down and H&I panels are not occurring.
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Our operating income has actually been above budget in recent months due in part
to increased Fellowship contributions. We are gradually building back our staff
capacity. As we look forward to an in-person conference next year and a convention
the year after that, we know we will need all hands on deck.
Nonetheless, we still face challenges as our costs of good keep rising, as is the case
for businesses around the world, and we are trying to increase our stockpile of
inventory to protect NA members from the unpredictability of the supply chain these
days.
Contributions from members continue to inspire us. During the last fiscal year,
contributions from groups, service bodies, and events all rose, but member
contributions saw the most profound increase. This chart is one of the many included
in the 2021 Annual Report.
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What we know about NA is that if everyone does a little we
can accomplish a lot. In that spirit, the World Board,
meeting every month since the shut down, has focused on
the benefits of increasing recurring member contributions.
We have set a long-term goal that at least 70% of the
money World Services spends to deliver services will come
from contributions. Those services are most of what
happens at NA world Services except for literature
distribution and cost of goods. It’s roughly two thirds of our
budget.
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We are making progress toward our self-support goal: that at least 70% of the money
we spend to deliver services comes from contributions, not literature sales. Thank
you to everyone—members, groups, and service bodies—who has helped raise the
“water” level.
The most sustainable source of income for World Services is recurring member
contributions. Unfortunately, those numbers—represented by the buckets here—
have dropped in recent months. Please consider setting up a regular contribution at
www.na.org/contribute if you haven’t already. Let’s turn those arrows green!
We’ve tried to make it easy for members to practice the spiritual principle of
generosity and help us reach that 70% goal. The QR code on the screen will take you
to our contributions page, where you can make a one-time contribution or set up an
amount for a monthly draw linked to a credit card or PayPal. Many of us give an
amount related to our cleantime every month. We hope you’ll consider investing in
our vision and doing that, too.
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NA World Services is currently experiencing supply chain challenges similar to those
confronted by organizations and businesses around the world as they struggle to
order supplies and effectively deliver services to their memberships.
We know that NA literature saves lives, and we are doing our best to fill orders as we
receive them, but many of the supply circumstances are simply beyond our control.
Some raw materials are more difficult to locate in a timely fashion right now;
shipments often sit longer in ports or transportation depots before they are
unpacked; and truck deliveries have been delayed as well.
We sent a NAWS Update email notifying the Fellowship of our intention to raise the
price of all books and bronze medallions 12% beginning 1 January 2023. For more
information on our rising costs and factors related to the price increase, see the
memo posted at www.na.org/webstore. We do wish circumstances were different.
To reduce the impact on groups, we are not increasing prices for the materials they
frequently give away—IPs, booklets, keytags, and chips. Don’t forget, you can access
IPs and booklets, including An Introductory Guide to NA at www.na.org/ips.
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This is a huge part of what we do and we could talk for more than the whole 90
minutes just about the efforts to draft, translate, produce, distribute, and protect NA
literature.
NAWS makes many choices that are purely about carrying the message that no
ordinary corporation would make. Two examples explained in the next two slides:
giving away and subsidizing literature and providing literature for inmate tablets.
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This graph represents the cost of free and subsidized literature that NAWS distributes
to communities around the world.
You can see that in the 2019 fiscal year, we distributed more than we ever have
before—more than $832,000 dollars worth. In 2020, we continued to ship literature
to places that couldn’t afford to purchase it even as we were cutting expenses in as
many areas as we could. Despite the financial challenges of the 2021 fiscal year,
sending literature to those in need continues to be a priority.
The total for FY 2020 was just under $580,000 and for FY 2021 was just over
$368,000. The need exists and continues regardless of the pandemic.
None of these efforts would be possible without the support NA World Services has
received from the Fellowship during the pandemic.
Note: We don’t report many of the details of where this literature partly not to
embarrass or call attention to any communities. We never want to cause a
community confusion or harm, even inadvertently.
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*We continue to get lots of inquiries from members about inmate tablets and we
have included more information in NAWS News about the subject. We will just touch
on it briefly here.
Some correctional facilities offer inmates tablets that are loaded with a variety of
material, including, in some cases, NA recovery literature, at no cost to the inmate.
One of the most important duties the Fellowship has assigned NA World Services is
the protection of NA’s intellectual property and copyrights on behalf of the
Fellowship. Inmate tablets are a new way to carry the message, and World Services
must grant legal permission to load Narcotics Anonymous literature on tablets. At this
point, these agreements are all within the US, with a handful of state corrections,
mental health, and youth service agencies, as well as a local county correctional
agency. Each of these agreements involves a lot of communication among corrections
authorities, local NA members, and NA World Services.
The agreements we have made in these cases allow for the downloading and copying
of material that is currently posted on our website – audio Basic Texts, IPs, and
booklets such as the White Booklet and the Intro Guide. This gives addicts ample
exposure to NA and our message, and we continue to provide paper copies of the
Basic Texts to inmates upon request.
There are over 3,000 counties in the US, and each agreement requires time and
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attention. We have also had inquiries from a couple of European communities, and
we are in conversation about those possibilities as well.
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One of World Services’ most important responsibilities is to protect the Fellowship’s property—its
name, logos, and literature for the current and future Fellowship.
The Fellowship Intellectual Property Trust (FIPT for short) is a legal document that contains the
collective decisions the NA Fellowship has made to preserve the integrity of our published
message and the accountability of our publishing services. The Fellowship of Narcotics
Anonymous, as given voice by its groups through their regional delegates at the World Service
Conference, created and makes decisions about the trust. NA World Services, Inc. manages the
trust on their behalf, and the Fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous as a whole is the beneficiary.

There is a lot of misinformation about the FIPT. Here is what the document itself says.
The purpose of the trust is:
“to hold and administer all recovery literature and other intellectual properties of the
Fellowship of Narcotics Anonymous in a manner that will help addicts find recovery
from the disease of addiction and carry that message of recovery to the addict who
still suffers, in keeping with the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of NA.”
If you want more information about what the FIPT is and why it is important, see the
video on the FIPT page: www.na.org/fipt. We have reported on our ongoing legal
challenges in NAWS News as we are able to.
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The last World Service Conference passed a project to revise the FIPT legal document
to reflect that zonal delegates are voting members of the Conference. We posted the
draft for Fellowship review for six months, and you can still see it on the FIPT page
(www.na.org/fipt). We plan to offer a motion in 2023 which, if adopted, will be the
first change made to the trust itself.
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This map shows the 91 languages NA members speak.

Translations play a huge role in growing NA. Translations work is coordinated
among a local translation committee or LTC made up of committed member
who are native speakers; contracted professionals; and NAWS staff.

It takes a great deal of resources to produce translated literature. It’s not jus
about money. The scarcest resource is human. If you want to learn more abo
translations, check out Translation Basics, which is posted at na.org.
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Many of the languages in NA are reflected in our keytags. Some of the keytag
languages are not necessarily reflected in the language of the meeting. Keytags are
sometimes created in indigenous languages to better welcome members in their own
language and culture. Examples are Hawaiian, Welsh, and others.
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Having literature in your own language saves lives. It helps addicts hear our
message understand the NA program and connect with the shared experience
of members around the world.
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This graph shows the number of translated items published at World Services as of the end of
the 2021 fiscal year, which was June 2021. At that time, we had published 1,309 translated
titles.

Local members do the heavy lifting in almost all translations. It takes dedicated
members willing to devote countless hours to the work, even when a professional
translator is used. We oversee translations to make sure conceptual fidelity is
maintained, and we organize proofing, copyrights, layout, and production. For almost
a year, we’ve had a translations staff of one and a production staff of one—now one
and a half.
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This is a picture of the whiteboard in the Translation office!
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We have been posting free audio versions of the Basic Text
as they become available.
So far, we have Arabic, English, Hebrew, Hungarian, Russian,
Spanish, and Thai posted.
You can find them at www.na.org/audio
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On the subject of literature, the 2018 World Service Conference approved a plan for a
Spiritual Principle a Day Book Project.
The approval draft was included in the 2022 Interim Conference Agenda Report (CAR)
/ Conference Approval Track
The partial virtual 2022 World Service Conference overwhelmingly approved the book
and it is now Fellowship-approved recovery literature. As we mentioned earlier, the
supply chain challengers may take longer to be stocked in our webstore.
In the meantime, we intend to begin offering a free daily email subscription as we do
with Just for Today, soon. As approved literature, SPAD, can be read at a group level.
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For the last 20 years, each literature project has the same basic process.
• We survey the Fship for input about the project itself.
• We collect source material from members.
• Form a workgroup of members who review all of the source material and the
resulting drafts.
• Release drafts for Fship review
• Revise based on input.
• Publish approval draft no later than the CAR.
It’s a process that allows members all around the world, regardless of literacy level or
language spoken to contribute.
In the case of SPAD we received more than 1,000 pieces of input on the first four
principles we circulated. Much of it was handwritten in 55 workshops around the
world. Even after participation waned—as happens in every literature project, there
was a steady stream of source material.
The workgroup took great pains to read everything submitted, identified common
themes and colorful phrases, and wove together the strands of input to develop
cohesive entries. They found the wisdom in every submission, and the result is a text
that represents the broad Fellowship of NA. It's truly by addicts, for addicts.
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Thank you to everyone who helped with the book!
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The 60th Anniversary White Book if finally in stock. It is available for $15 through our
webstore (www.na.org/webstore).
There were earlier version (the little yellow booklet and the buff booklet), but in 1961
the Little White Booklet as we know it was first published when the Traditions were
added to the booklet and it was published with a white cover.
Since then, the LWB has been translated into dozens of languages. Thirteen of those
translations feature local personal stories: Afrikaans, Anglicized, Filipino, French,
Italian, Lithuanian, Norwegian, Portuguese [Brazil], Russian, Spanish, Swedish,
Ukrainian, and Zulu.
The 60th anniversary edition collects English translations of all 85 of those stories as
well as the eight in the English LWB. We announced the idea to repackage all of these
stories in one volume June 2021. (That announcement is still posted on the FIPT
page: www.na.org/fipt). It’s not so little anymore!
The electronic version of Just for Today came out a little bit ago. Links to all the
ebooks are here: www.na.org/elit.
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Since the shut downs, most of NA had to learn to do things differently. We have
provided lots of online service and support for virtual meetings and service efforts.
We also have some new ways to communicate virtually
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One of the first things we did when so much of the world closed down was to post a
page of resources to help addicts find virtual meetings and to help members who
were serving meetings and service bodies virtually: www.na.org/virtual . It is a
treasure trove.
This page has a table of contents at the top to make navigation easier. We post new
materials here regularly.
The page includes: onscreen resources for virtual meetings, info on hybrid meetings,
7th tradition, reports and related resources from webinars, considerations about
reopening meetings and more.
As meeting information continues to change, we hope that members will keep us
updated. Toward the top of the Virtual Meetings Page, we posted a link to a new
form to send information about new virtual meetings and updates to existing ones.
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As you will see at the top of the Virtual NA Meeting Resources webpage, there is a
draft for our newest tool Virtual Meeting Basics. The draft can also be found at
www.na.org/toolbox.
The Local Service Toolbox is a project we have been working on. We are creating
resources for Virtual Meetings.
We’ve held many open webinars on the topic. We’ve also collected a lot of resources
from trusted servants around the world. We posted a survey for several months to
collect information. We used all of that information to put together a draft tool that
compiles best practices for virtual meetings.
We have posted several surveys including an updated survey about how virtual
meetings connect to the wider NA community and service system. We are still
interested in your experiences about that and encourage you to email
toolbox@na.org.

The draft is posted for delegate review for 90 days. After the review period, we will
address any input if needed and post a revised version.
The draft covers a range of topics related to virtual NA recovery meetings, including
• • keeping meetings secure from disruption,
• • welcoming newcomers and sponsorship,
• • practicing the Seventh Tradition and signing attendance cards
• • making meetings accessible
• • hybrid meetings
• • and more
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As some of you know, one of the questions in an earlier survey was about
whether virtual meetings meet the criteria to be considered NA groups.
The survey was posted in five languages: English (1,958 responses), Farsi (872
responses), Portuguese (856 responses), Spanish (421 responses), and Polish
(123 responses).
“Do you believe that virtual meetings meet the criteria to be NA groups, as
listed in The Group Booklet?”
There was a consensus among respondents that virtual meetings do meet the
criteria: Yes - 3466 (82%), No – 407 (10%), and Not Sure - 357 (8%). The WB
plans to offer a motion to WSC 2023 and in the meantime encourages local
service bodies to continue to recognize and embrace these meetings.
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Another place on our website that you can find lots and lots of resources for groups
and service bodies is the Local Service Resources page: na.org/localresources.
A new section has been added about addressing predatory, disruptive and violent
behavior. There have been many ongoing discussions about this topic, and some
service bodies have forwarded resources for us to include here. Our latest webinar
touched on this subject and we expect more about this in the near future.
If you have a resource or tool that others might benefit from, please send it to
worldboard@na.org.
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There are two surveys posted at www.na.org/survey.
The Loner survey will be posted until the end of August.
The DRT/MAT survey will be posted until the end of November.
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The world has changed a lot since The Loner was written in 1986, and the IP is very
outdated.
This project was approved at the 2020 virtual WSC, but resources have only just
allowed us to begin the process
We have posted a survey until the end of August 2022 to help shape the revision:
www.na.org/survey. We are interested in hearing from all members, especially those
with pre-pandemic experience recovering as a loner.
There is also a session outline and PowerPoint for members to set up workshops at
group gatherings to discuss the IP and give input.
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The 2018 World Service Conference adopted a motion charging NA World Services
with creating a project for a new piece of recovery literature about DRT/MAT as it
relates to NA. We have just posted a survey at www.na.org/survey to gather the
Fellowship’s thoughts and ideas for what to include in a piece of NA recovery
literature about this topic. Please fill out the survey, and help us spread the word.
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Another service we do is hold regular web meetings for trusted servants involved in
PR work, including Inmate Step Writing, PR, zonal PR efforts, phonelines, and H&I.
Most of the meetings are quarterly, and we’ve been holding these web meetings for
years. You can find a complete list at na.org/webinar.
Most of the web meetings are focused on members talking to each other and sharing
successes and challenges.
If you’re doing PR service work, and are interested, send an email to pr@na.org and
we will keep you updated about dates and topics.
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We’ve also been holding regular open webinars for any interested member on a
variety of topics.
The next planned webinar is on July 9th where we will hear from members around the world
about new ideas for Fellowship Development.
Then on September 3rd we will celebrate World Unity Day with a virtual recovery speaker
meeting.
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Our Instagram handle is @narcoticsanonymous.
Check it out if you haven’t already
We have also started an Instagram account just for events @naglobalevents. That
way event flyers can be shared as main posts in an account dedicated to area,
regional, and zonal celebrations and service events.
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On the media page (www.na.org/media), you can find downloadable versions of
many Instagram posts, resources related to Fellowship development, and videos
about Fellowship development, What is NA World Services, and global PR efforts,
among other topics.
If you’re just interested in the videos, there is a short cut for that page:
www.na.org/videos.
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There is so very much more that we do at World Services, much more than we can
cover in one presentation. For more information, see our media page, NAWS News,
and the Annual Report.

Most of those pages have URL short cuts. Here are some of them. You can find
a longer list of these shortcuts posted on the about us page:
www.na.org/aboutus
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